Global Grant IDs

Benefits
- **Disambiguation:** internal ID overlap between funders
- **Cite-ability:** DOI is easy to cite and persists
- **Automation:** with machine-readable metadata
- **Usability:** DOI redirects to a website with information
- **Linking:** to existing PID ecosystem (DOIs, ORCID IDs, ROR IDs...)

**Getting started**
1. Funder joins Crossref to get grant DOIs
   - https://doi.org/10.35802/107769
2. Submits Crossref-compatible metadata
3. Provides openly available landing pages to which DOIs link

Europe PMC
- Handles steps 2 and 3 for Europe PMC funders
- Grant Finder serves as the website for DOI redirection

**Linking grants to publications**
- Proof-of-concept with a PLOS article

**Get involved!**
- **Funders:** register grants with Crossref
- **Researchers:** include grant DOIs in funding statements
- **Publishers:** insert grant DOIs into your workflows & article metadata
- **Research Managers and repositories:** ingest the DOIs into workflows/platforms

**Europe PMC’s grant finder**
- Europe PMC handles steps 2 and 3 for Europe PMC funders
- Grant Finder serves as the website for DOI redirection

**See the PLOS article here**

**Blog post**
- Europe PMC’s contribution funded by https://europepmc.org/funders
- under Wellcome Trust [https://doi.org/10.35802/108758] FREYA project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 777523.